A Novel Part in the Swiss Army Knife for Linking Biodiversity Data: The digital specimen identifier service
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Abstract

Digital specimens are new information objects on the internet, which act as digital surrogates of the physical objects they represent. They are designed to be extended with data derived from the specimen like genetic, morphological and chemical data, and with data that puts the specimen in context of its gathering event and the environment it was derived from. This requires linking the digital specimens and their related entities to information about agents, locations, publications, taxa and environmental information. To establish reliable links and (re-)connect data to specimens, a new framework is needed, which creates persistent identifiers (PIDs) for the digital specimen and its related entities. These PIDs should be actionable by machines but also can be used by humans for data citation and communication purposes.

The framework that enables this is a new PID infrastructure, produced by the European Commission-funded BiCIKL project (Biodiversity Community Integrated Knowledge Library), creates persistent and actionable identifiers. It is a generic PID infrastructure that will be used by the Distributed System for Scientific Collections research infrastructure (DiSSCo), but it can also be used by other infrastructures and institutions. PIDs minted by DiSSCo will be linked to the digital specimens and samples provided through DiSSCo. The new PIDs are a key element in enabling the concept of Digital Extended Specimens.
DiSSCo has done extensive work to select the most appropriate PID scheme (Hardisty et al. 2021) and to design a PID infrastructure for the pan-European specimens. The draft design has been discussed with technical specialists in the joint DiSSCo and Consortium of European Taxonomic Facilities (CETAF) community, with international stakeholders like the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) and Integrated Digitized Biocollections (iDigBio) and was discussed at the 2022 conference of the Society for the Preservation of Natural History Collections (SPNHC). A first implementation was demonstrated in the Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) annual conference in 2022 and illustrated key elements in the design. To be able to provide digital specimen identifiers as DOIs (Digital Object Identifiers), a pilot project was started in 2023 with DataCite to investigate if Digital Specimen DOIs in the new PID infrastructure can be created using the DataCite service. The pilot aim was to create metadata crosswalks to the DataCite schema in consultation with the DataCite Metadata Working Group, to evaluate synergies with the IGSN (International Generic Sample Number) metadata schema, to develop and test PID kernel metadata registration, and to evaluate performance and the impact of using DataCite services. There are around two billion specimens and creating PIDs for them as DOIs requires creating DOIs at an unprecedented scale. Also, PID kernel metadata registration is new for DOIs. The included metadata for specimens will complement existing Biodiversity Information Standards such as Darwin Core, and supports the new MIDS (Minimum Information about a digital specimen) standard that is under development.

The design, development and testing of the new PID infrastructure is being done as part of the BiCIKL project that aims to foster collaboration between infrastructures and develop bidirectional connections (Penev et al. 2022). In the session, we will demonstrate the results in development of the PID infrastructure as part of the BiCIKL toolbox to link biodiversity data and to discuss the progress with creating digital specimen DOIs.
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